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Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: VDM Verlag Dr. Müller | The Case of High and Low Achievers
| English has been serving as a worldwide language for a very long time. For that matter, many
countries have been using English as medium of instruction at different levels such as secondary
and tertiary levels. Ethiopia is one of the countries in which English is included in the curriculum as
a subject in all grade levels, and it also serves as the medium of instruction starting from grade nine
to tertiary levels. However, learners of English language often express a feeling of stress,
nervousness or anxiety while practicing speaking in English, as English is given as a foreign
language. So, this book describes the levels of English Language Anxiety (ELA)of high and low
achievers, identifies the relationships among language achievement, anxieties related to foreign
language anxiety and Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale (FLCAS) Scores; and tries to
identify the most serious potential source of English language classroom anxiety in Ethiopian EFL
context. | Format: Paperback | Language/Sprache: english | 123 gr | 223x152x9 mm | 80 pp.
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Extensive manual! Its this type of great read through. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way and it is simply right after i finished reading this pdf through which basically altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta

Completely one of the better pdf I have got possibly go through. I really could comprehended every little thing using this composed e ebook. It is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tor ey K r eig er-- Tor ey K r eig er
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